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ADVANTAGE PLANTE
The extreme criticality of the back up power in applications such as these, calls for the
reliability of CEIL’s Plante design.

ABOUT
CEIL
The competitive world today
is borderless. Major industries
of the world require speed
and agility to ensure business
sustainability; downtime is simply
no excuse. These same driving
forces have led to the inception of
CEIL – Trusted Battery Systems.
CEIL is designed to drive
principal economic sectors
globally. This is achieved by
developing products in tandem
with innovative technology and
creating contemporary methods
of utilising energy in mobility.
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CEIL is no commonplace battery. It is designed to be Tougher &
Hassle-Free. These brand values are born out of the same values of
CBSEA and EXIDE Industries Ltd (EIL); CEIL’s proud parents, trusted
for their advancement in battery technology. CEIL’s parentage
reflects strength and technological advancement which ensure that
CEIL provides a reliable flow of constant energy.
CEIL thrives on being the unrivalled choice as a battery systems
brand. CEIL will enable your business to be more reliable. This
hassle-free reliability will enhance your operational efficiency. By
hassle-free, we mean focusing on making your processes free of
downtime. You will experience this in our products, process and
people.
Your needs remain at the center of everything we do at CEIL, and the
dynamics of our customers’ trends will lead us to focus on innovative
delivery. Within each CEIL Traction battery system, Uninterrupted
Standby Power System and Automotive Battery, CEIL is designed to
deliver a complete system allowing you to stay reliable and efficient.
This is the Trusted value of CEIL.
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Recombination Vent Plug
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THE INSIDE STORY

Pillar Sleeving
The sleeving helps to encompass any
scaling debris from the pillar, thus, its
preventive measure promotes longevity of
the cell.

The cylindrical design recombination
element in the plug is filled with catalytic
and absorption deposit. During charging
of the battery, oxygen and hydrogen gases
will evolve. As these gases pass through the
recombination element, the catalytic deposit
help these gases to recombine and form into
water, thus, extending the topping up period
by 5 to 10 years.

Advantage Plante and its
Reliability & Long Life
Encapsulation
The Plante Battery was designed in 1859, and till to today, it is

The pillar is specially constructed
using an injection moulded polymer
encapsulation around it. The ribbed
design of the pillar at the point of
the scaling totally eliminate the
Crevice Corrosion cause by acid
seepage.

still widely used in the Industries such as Power Generation,
Transmission & Distribution, Oil & Gas, Telecom, etc., due to its
reliability and long life.
The reliability and long life characteristics of the
plante battery lie in its positive plates being :
• cast with 99.99% pure lead, which helps to prevent corrosion
and reduces the topping-up frequency significantly
• the grid thickness over 8mm, which gives the plante battery the

Bar Guard
This rubber material helps to safe guard against any
debris discharge from the scaling of the group bar,
and this debris deposit can be taken out or flushed
out during routine maintenance with a suction pump.

highest longevity among all other batteries
• its lamellar grid design give its apparent surface area 12 times

Negative Plate

its size, resulting in its high discharge performance, and
• the active material on the Positive Plates are self-generated,
and re-generated throughout its lifetime. Thus, there is no loss
in capacity, unlike the rest of the batteries in the industries,

Positive Plate

whose end of life capacity degrade to 80%
In other words, the plante battery gains its characteristics,

The negative plates are cast
in antimony grid, and pasted
with lead oxide using state
of the art MAC (US) pasting
machine which ensure
uniform density and texture.
This helps to enhance the
longevity of the battery.

and advantage in its design by preventing :
• the cause of end of life of the battery by shedding of the positive
active material due to expansion and contraction during charging
and discharging because of the self-generating active
material on the plante plates

Separators

• passivation of the active material, which relates to the failure of
converting the passive material to active material on the
positive plates over time
• grid corrosion due to oxidation on the grid, which continuously
eats into the grid material at a constant rate
• the need to intentionally over-size on the design application
capacity when using plante battery is eliminated
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Cell Container
The cell container is made from the Styrene
Acrylonitrile (SAN) material, and it is fully
transparent, thus, it gives the advantage of the
visual aid to detect early sign of problem.

Made of Porvic 2 (sintered
microporous PVC), form a complete
diaphragm between the plates.
The separators are chemically inert
with a high degree of porosity,
which ensures minimum internal
resistance.
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PLANTE
TECHNICALITIES
Complying Standards
IEC 60896 (BS EN 60896) Part 11 : 2003
BS6290 : Part 2 : 1999
Seismic Test for Zone V : IS 1893 : Part 1 : 2002
and IEEE 344 : 2004

Electrolyte Topping Period
Range between 18 months to 36 months at 25˚C ambient temperature. Topping up period can be extended by
using Ceil Recombination Vent Plug to between 5 to 10 years. Use only distilled water.

VOLTAGE

Comparative ANALYSIS OF VENT CAPS IN STAND-BY APPLICATION

The nominal voltage is 2 volts per cell, i.e. a nominal 110 V battery will have 55 cells. On
discharge, the recommended final voltage at which the discharge should be terminated
depends on the discharge rate.

CAPACITY
The capacity of these cells is normally rated at the 10-hour rate of discharge although
the capacity which can be taken from a cell will vary the discharge rate, as indicated in
the capacity table. Capacity is also affected by temperature.

FLOAT CHARGING
As these cells are designed for standby applications they should be float charged to
ensure that they remain fully charged and ready for instant use. We recommend a float
charge setting of 2.25V +/-0.02V per cell at 25°C. A simple hydrometer reading indicates
the state of charge.
Before charging, the Specific Gravity of the electrolyte supplied is either 1.190, 1.195 or
1.200. Fully charge cells S.G. is between 1.205 to 1.215 corrected to 25˚C.

RECHARGING / BOOST CHARGING
The cell’s ampere hour efficiency is 90%. To fully recharge the cells the amount of
charge required is equal to the amount of discharge in ampere hours plus 11%. We
recommend the Boost Voltage to be set between 2.4V to 2.8Vdc.

INSTALLATION
These cells can be connected either edge-to-edge or face-to-face. The standard method
of connection is to follow the shortest distance between two terminals.
1) YAP cells – Bolt torque : 5 Nm
2) YCP and YHP cells – Bolt torque : 11 Nm
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PLANTE CELL SPECIFICATIONS
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CELL
SPECIFICATIONS

RESOLUTE POWER
Chloride Plante is trusted to provide dependable backup at the Jurong Power Station, Singapore.
CEIL’s 50 year experience enables total support to its customers and channel partners.
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YAP/YCP RANGE RACK DIMENSIONS

RACK
SPECIFICATIONS
YAP/YCP RACK
Arrangements

Typical face to face
arrangement

Typical edge to edge
arrangement

STEEL RACKS FOR YAP/YCP
CELLS
Finished with epoxy powder coating which
insulates and is fire and vermin-proof.
Finished black. Adjustable insulating feet
are fitted for precise levelling and a rubber
strip between runners and cells resists any
cell movement.

BATTERY CABINETS
For self-contained battery installations - no
separate battery room is required.

YHP RACK
Arrangements

Height
Height

Width

Length
Width

SINGLE TIER DOUBLE ROW
ARRANGEMENT

Length

DOUBLE TIER DOUBLE ROW
ARRANGEMENT

Typical edge to edge
arrangement

YHP RANGE RACK DIMENSIONS

Typical face to face
arrangement

WOOD STILLAGES FOR YHP CELLS
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